LIST OF CHARACTERS - FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY
This game has 16 characters. There are 12 characters that are required and 4 optional.

CHARACTER

LENNON LITTLE
Founder, The
Little Mag
Required

DENVER BUNDY
Aerobics
Instructor
Required

RIDLEY
BARNABET
Owner, Craven
Gray Manor
Required
EASTEN LEE
Psychiatrist,
Daystar Asylum
Required
KYLIN KISS
Event Director,
Craven Gray
Manor
Required
TAYLEN KELLER
Hitchhiker
Required

SALEM KNOWLES
Ph.D. Candidate
Required

BRIEF BIO
Lennon Little is an author and syndicated columnist at The Little
Mag – a news and opinion magazine founded by Lennon. This
writer uses big words during chats, seeking to impress others. Does
it work? Maybe sometimes, but most people are immune to it, given
Lennon’s reputation for studying the dictionary. Constantly
distracted, Lennon is always trying to listen in on conversations
and hardly gives full attention to you. Just don’t get on Lennon’s
bad side unless you want to be the victim of Lennon's next scathing
article.
Denver Bundy is a fiery aerobics instructor at the Gwinnett Gym.
Don’t ask Denver a question, as you won’t get a direct answer.
Instead, you’ll hear everything skirting the issue mixed with counter
questions. Nobody knows where Denver hails from, as Denver
speaks with an ever-changing accent. During aerobics class,
Denver is a chipper soul. However, outside of the studio, Denver
finds sadness in everything.
Ridley Barnabet is the peculiar owner of the Craven Gray Manor.
Long ago, Ridley’s great grandfather purchased the estate, and
ever since then, the Barnabet family has suffered a string of bad
luck. It is probably all coincidence, but don’t stand next to Ridley in
a lightning storm, just in case. Ridley laughs at everything and
hates awkward pauses in conversations, so Ridley hums to fill up
the silence.
Dr. Easten Lee is a psychiatrist at the Daystar Asylum. Dr. Lee
will interrupt anyone at any time, as what this doc has to say is
more important. Dr. Lee loves to be pampered and is no stranger to
the day spas of Flamebury Falls. Easten is notorious for
extravagant exaggerations, so whatever spews from this doc's lips,
scale it back a bit to get the truth.
Kylin Kiss is the event director at Craven Gray Manor. Kylin was
formerly a psychiatric technician at the Daystar Asylum, but nobody
knows what happened with that job. Kylin refers to all females as
‘mama’ and wouldn’t be caught wearing anything but black clothing.
Kylin is a twitchy, nervous person and is constantly fidgeting.
With a cackling laugh and a complaint about everything, Taylen
Keller is the unappreciative hitchhiker from Skeleton Valley – a town
about two-hundred miles away from Flamebury Falls. Taylen is
always snapping fingers to accentuate a point and brags about an
amassed wealth in the bank. Albeit, Taylen looks like a pauper.
Salem Knowles is currently earning a Ph.D. in abnormal
psychology. Focused on the brain patterns and associated
behaviors of serial killers, this graduate student will go to the ends
of the Earth to get answers. Salem speaks slowly and refuses to
use contractions. A tender heart, Salem apologizes to food before
taking the first bite.
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Anything '80s
inspired. You are
trendy and be
eccentric as you
wanna-be! Have fun
with it.

‘80s inspired workout
attire.

‘80s Gothic attire.
You own a mansion
with a sordid history
and are known for
being a bit creepy.
‘80s style hair and a
lab jacket &/or
scrubs. You’ve just
come from work at
the asylum.
‘80s inspired black
attire. Go Gothic, if
you wish.
‘80s inspired clothing
– but nothing too
flashy, as you don’t
have money.
‘80s trendy attire.
You’re a college
student, so
something playful
and youthful.

CAMPBELL
WATTS
Chef, Craven
Gray Manor
Required

A chef that hates the sound of chewing, Campbell Watts prefers
standing in the shadows during social gatherings. Campbell was
recently hired as the head chef of the kitchen at Craven Gray
Manor. Campbell hates to wear shoes and refuses to use hairnets
or gloves of any kind. Campbell refers to their edible creations as
culinary art.

‘80s inspired chef’s
uniform.

LANDRY
SHAWCROSS
Administrator,
Daystar Asylum
Required

Landry stands in a formal position with hands behind the back at all
times. Landry is a no-nonsense administrator at the Daystar Asylum
– the largest mental institution in the nation. Landry refuses to call
anyone by their real name and assigns a nickname to each person
upon meeting them.

Anything '80s
inspired. If you can
find a Pac Man suit,
that’s fabulous. You
can wear a lab jacket
and say you just got
off work, if you so
desire.

LAKE MULLIN
Housekeeper,
Craven Gray
Manor
Required

Lake Mullin is the housekeeper at Craven Gray Manor who has an
irrational fear of looking into a mirror and of small creatures. Always
smiling, this caretaker will tell the same stories repeatedly, but
nobody has the heart to tell Lake they’ve already heard it.

‘80s inspired
maid/housekeeper/
janitor costume.

JAZIAH GILYARD
College Student
Required

Jaziah is currently studying animal science at Flamebury Falls
Community College. During allergy season, Jaziah will keep you on
your toes with random scream sneezes. This studious student
overuses the word weasel during chats and will get offended at
anything and everything.

Anything '80s
inspired. Nerd outfit
if you want to delve
into your academic
side.

TIMBER SHUBIN
Server, Lights
Out
Required
AUSTEN GUBIN
Zookeeper
Optional
SIDNEY BUNTING
Personal Trainer
Optional
CHARLIE ATKINS
Mystery Shopper
Optional
DOMINIQUE
BECKER
Aerobics
Instructor
Optional

Timber Shubin is a server for Lights Out – a themed dining-in-thedark restaurant that was built over a sixteenth-century cemetery.
Timber will avoid eye contact while speaking and looks over each
shoulder before saying a word. When Timber strikes a mood, get
ready for a break-out dance session.
Austen Gubin is a caring zookeeper at the Flamebury Falls Zoo.
Austen will push anyone out of the way to step on a crispy item, and
if it doesn’t make a crunch when stepped on – disappointment will
flush Austen’s face. An avid animal lover, Austen has a lot of love to
give and doles out hugs to whoever will take them.
Sidney Bunting is the aggressive personal trainer at the Gwinnet
Gym. Sidney has problems controlling anger and will berate and
physically abuse any inanimate object in Sidney’s way. Sidney is
addicted to smelling things and will sniff anything new that comes
Sid’s way – including people.
Charlie Atkins will unnerve you by speaking in the third person and
winking for no reason. Critical of everything, this mystery shopper
pays attention to fine details. The townsfolk think of Charlie as the
snitch of Flamebury Falls.
Dominique is a silly aerobics instructor at the Gwinnet Gym.
Dominique prefers to be called Domi and acts like a child on
occasion. Domi admits to taking a running start every night when
going to bed, so the monsters underneath don’t grab Domi’s legs. A
bit of a nutrition snob, Dominique refuses to eat low quality food.
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Tuxedo with ‘80s
inspired hair.
‘80s inspired
zookeeper outfit. Or,
anything ‘80s with an
animal twist.
‘80s inspired workout
attire.
Detective costume, or
‘80’s inspired trench
coat and fedora.
‘80s inspired workout
attire.

